BOAT SHOWS ON MARCH 2017

IN FRANCE
- Fishing Boat Show, Nantes - March 3-5
  Nanni Industries / Nanni’s dealer: PMPP
- Les Nauticales, La Ciotat - March 25 - April 2
  Nanni Industries / Nanni’s dealer: IMS

ALL OVER THE WORLD
- Sea-Ex, Philippines - March 3-5
  Nanni’s dealer: Hexagon
- Maine Fisherman Forum, USA - March 2-4
  Nanni’s dealer: Motor Services Hugo Stamp
- Hiswa - Amsterdam, Netherlands - March 8-12
  Nanni’s dealer: NPS Diesel
- Europort Istanbul, Turkey - March 20-23
  Nanni’s dealer: Merkur Spor
- INMEX, Vietnam - March 29-31
  Nanni’s dealer: Minh Long Marine Equipment

NANNI IN THE PHILIPPINES

Hexagon, the official Nanni importer in the Philippines, created a promotional video for the applications of Nanni engines Z6.300 and 6.420 TDI.

Discover the video click here

FLASHBACK ON INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOWS IN FEBRUARY 2017...

THE NEW INTERCEPTORS OF JORDAN BOATS POWERED BY NANNI

Jordan Boats shipyard presented its new interceptor powered by two Nanni engines 6.420 TDI, at the « International Defence Exhibition & Conference » which took place from February 19th to 23rd 2017 in Abu Dhabi (UAE).

Jordan Boats is a Jordanian shipyard specialized in aluminium conception of professional boats: passenger vessels, crew boats, military vessels and interceptors, patrol boats, service vessels…

Nanni equips this new interceptor with two engines 6.420 TDI of 320 hp at 3600 rpm.